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Abstract

In this position paper we describe our vision for the next generation of IT services. Services will be automatically discovered, procured and integrated with the service consumer’s technical environment. This whole process will be determined by the policies defined by the consumer and will be transparent to the consumer.

1 Introduction

It is increasingly being recognized that the Internet in its current state is server-centric where the content, control and performance lies with the servers running the websites. The onus is on the consumer to search for the required data/information across various websites and combine it as needed. The next generation of the Internet, termed Smart Internet [2], advocates a user-centric model for the web instead of the server-centric model that exists today. The Smart Internet addresses the technological gaps due to lack of integration, individualization, user control, collaborative services that exist in the current rendition of the Internet.

In this paper, we articulate a similar vision for services, specially virtualized services on the cloud. Virtualized service models are emerging and IT development and maintenance which was previously either in-house or outsourced is being replaced by this new delivery model where businesses purchase IT components, like software, hardware or network bandwidth, as services from providers distributed globally. In such scenarios, multiple providers often collaborate to create a single service for an organization. This model has also been termed Service Virtualization [1]. Virtualization implies that the service with which an end customer interacts may be composed of many others, and each service in turn could depend on backend applications (database, web server) and resources (storage, bandwidth, CPU). It could be delivered remotely to the consumer via a computing grid or cloud. The service, in effect, is virtualized on the cloud. This virtualized model of service delivery potentially allows easier service customization, better resource utilization and greater responsiveness on part of the service providers. In this model, the service is acquired through the “on demand” pull technology. This is true of services that are purely IT in nature (e.g. Software as a Service (SaaS) or Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS)), as well as services that are IT enabled (ITeS) but involve human contact (e.g. those provided via contact centers). It is possible in these scenarios that neither the hardware infrastructure, nor the software; and not even the people running these services belong to the organization that uses the service.

Creation of a user-centric model for virtualized services presents new challenges. While the concept of ‘Service on demand’, i.e. a user requesting service or its components when needed, is promising; there appears to be no rush from organizations to adopt this new model. One of the key barriers is the lack of infrastructure to enable automatic management, procurement and integration of services. Smart internet is essential to realize...
the full benefit of the virtualized delivery model.
In this paper we describe our vision of how services will be more automatically managed in a Smart Internet environment. We review related work in this area in section 2 and detail the proposed service flow in section 3.

2 Related Work

A user-centric model of the Internet mandates the capability of individualizing or personalizing websites for each user based on their preferences, traversal patterns, functional domain, services consumed etc. Personalization of web has been extensively researched. Researchers have tried to enhance it by improving upon Internet’s searching capabilities. Joshi and Jiang [13] had proposed an algorithm to cluster search results to provide users with a personalized view of their web queries. Stanford NLP group [14] have developed PageRank algorithm to decide the ranking of web pages returned after a search. More recently, Balke and Wagner [14] have proposed an algorithm featuring the expansion of service requests by user-specific demands to enable personalized selection of web services. However, most of these approaches have been based on the current server-centric model on the Internet.

Researchers have also concentrated on developing methodologies for virtualized services. Papazoglou and Van Den Heuvel [3] have proposed a methodology for developing and deploying web services using service oriented architectures. Their approach, however, is limited to the creation and deployment of web services and does not account for virtualized environment where services are composed on demand. Providers may need to combine their services with other resources or providers’ services to meet consumer needs. Other methodologies, like that proposed by Bianchini et al. [4], do not provide this flexibility and are limited to cases where a single service provider provides one service. Zeng et al. [5] address the quality based selection of composite services via a global planning approach but do not cover the human factors in quality metrics used for selecting the components. Maximilien and Singh [6] propose an ontology to capture quality of a web service so that quality attributes can be used while selecting a service. Their ontology is limited by the fact that it considers single web services, rather than service compositions. Black et al. [7] have proposed an integrated model for IT service management. Their model is limited to managing the service from the service provider’s perspective.

In a virtualized service-oriented environment, consumers and providers need to be able to exchange information, queries, and requests pertaining to the data and policies with some assurance that they share a common meaning. One possible approach to this issue is to employ Semantic Web techniques for modeling and reasoning about services related information. Semantic Web is an enhancement of the World Wide Web that deals primarily with data instead of documents. It enables data to be annotated with machine understandable meta-data, allowing the automation of their retrieval and their usage in correct contexts. Semantic Web technologies include languages such as Resource Description Framework (RDF) [10] and Web Ontology Language (OWL) [9] for defining ontologies and describing meta-data using these ontologies as well as tools for reasoning over these descriptions. Web Services Description Language (WSDL) [8] is an XML based language that provides a model for describing web services. It defines services as collections of network endpoints, or ports operating on messages containing either document-oriented or procedure-oriented information. Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [11] is a standard executable language for specifying business process behavior based on web services. Its messaging facilities depend on WSDL. Semantic web technologies can be used to provide common semantics of service information and policies enabling all agents who understand basic Semantic Web technologies to communicate and use each other’s data and services effectively.

3 Service on Demand

Existing methodologies for designing and deploying web based services put the control in the hands of the service providers who plan and design the service, decide its composition, delivery mode and then wait for consumer request of the service. Services are mainly developed by using the semantic web technologies. While semantic web languages are easier to read compared to computer languages, like C or Java; they still require the consumers to possess technical expertise in semantic web languages to be able to consume the services.
We envision that with the development of the Smart Internet and further adoption of virtualized services and cloud computing models, the next generation of service lifecycle will be fully automated. It will be transparent to the consumer and services needed will be automatically identified by the service environment, discovered and procured in the cloud and seamlessly integrated back with the consumer’s service environment. Figure 1 illustrates the flow of information in automated services. We further detail the automated service environment in the next sections.

### 3.1 Service Manager

Current design of the Internet requires the consumers to manually search/discover and procure a service available on the web and then integrate it within their IT environment. This approach is cumbersome for the consumers and also prone to guess-work on the user’s part as to which service is needed. Smart Internet in the future would enable automation of this step by dynamically identifying the services that a user needs and automatically procuring them. This would be similar to the existing upgrade utility on computers that automatically checks the software versions installed and then runs the update in the background after confirming with the user. For instance, if a user is consuming a service that provides financial information, then additional services that are either missing or could enhance the information displayed would be automatically identified and procured for the consumer depending on the service procurement policies that the consumer has defined. Smart services infrastructure running on the consumer’s IT environment will include the following applications:

**Service Manager** manages the services by tracking their quality and performance. It also identifies gaps in the services and informs the Service Monitor of them so that the Monitor could search for services that can fill the gap. If a service does not meet the desired performance levels, the service manager will send alerts to humans or automatically terminate the service and send instructions to the service monitor to poll for another service.

Many software providers like Microsoft [19], IBM [20], Hewlett-Packard [22], Oracle [21] etc. have released basic versions of service managers in the market. However these products are platform specific. For instance, the Microsoft service manager manages only Windows specific services and Oracle server manages only Oracle services.

Due to this the consumer has to either manually integrate service management across various platforms or write a proprietary program to manage the service flow across platforms. We envision that in Smart Services, the Service Manager application will be platform independent and will provide a user-centric aggregated view of all the services in the consumer’s IT environment.

**Service Monitor** program regularly polls the cloud to identify any new services or service upgrades that have been released. It refers to the Service policy master to determine the domains and constraints that it should filter off.

When the service monitor identifies a service that needs to be procured, it sends the list of requirements along with the associated policies determining the service constraints to the Service Procurer.

**Service Policy master** manages the policies decided by the consumer on service discovery and procurement. For instance, the consumer may specify a limited list of providers for service discovery; or may want to limit service discovery to a geographical location. Similarly the consumer may specify the budgetary, security or language constraints as part of their procurement policy.

The Service Policy Master would ideally contain all the business rules and IT policies of the organization that should be considered by the consumer before procuring a service.

The collection of consumer’s policies is translated to a description using semantic web languages such as RDF and OWL. We plan to use the Rei
policy framework [12] (http://rei.umbc.edu) to develop the policies. This will ensure that the Service Policy Master uses a standard interface, and replacing it does not require reentering the policies.

**Service Log** manages a list of all services in the consumer’s service environment. It tracks the service by its functionality, provider, dependent services/components and technical features. The service log also acts as an audit for each service by logging the number of times it was used, the user name and cost to the organization.

### 3.2 Service Procurer

Service procurer searches for services on the cloud that match the specified service. The discovery is constrained by functional and technical attributes identified by the Service monitor, and also by the budgetary, security, data quality and agent policies of the consumer defined in the policy master. One approach that the service procurer could take for discovering services would be to run a query against the services registered with a central registry or governing body. Alternatively, it could limit the service search to a set of providers specified in the consumer’s provider policy. While discovering the service, the procurer will need references for providers that match the requirements, especially if the provider is not a part of the preferred vendor list defined in the policy. Service procurer will be able to get certification for the service provider by contacting a central registry, like UDDI [18].

If the service procurer identifies the exact service matching the specifications and constraints then it automatically procures it and transfers the control to the service integrator. If the procurer discovers multiple providers for the service, each meeting the consumer's policies, then it creates an aggregated view of the search results providing instantaneous comparison of the services available, their cost, their constraints and the service gap. The control is then transferred to the consumer who finalizes the service provider. While the existing Internet infrastructure does not allow aggregation of website from multiple servers or transfer of control to the user, Smart Internet has been envisioned to enable this. After the consumer finalizes the service provider, service procurer begins contract negotiation with the provider. Service Level Agreements (SLA) are finalized during this negotiation. SLAs define the service data, delivery mode, agent details, compliance policy, quality and cost of the service. After the service procurer acquires the service, it transfers control to the service integrator.

### 3.3 Service Integrator

The Service Integrator program will automatically integrate the new service procured into the consumer’s existing service infrastructure. Often different services procured could be combined to form a single service. In other instances, the service procured could be integrated into multiple services. For instance, a currency converter service procured could be integrated with multiple financial application services. Either way, this integration would be transparent and seamless to the end-user. Service integrator will also update the service manager, service monitor and the service log with the details of the new service procured.

### 3.4 Usability and User Issues

As the “on demand” service systems deal with users, human-computer interaction issues need to be taken into consideration in design, implementation, and maintenance phases of the system and beyond. In designing such software systems with a service focus, emphasis on usability and user issues may be critical for maintaining optimal user and satisfaction. Variations of usability design guidelines initially created by Shneiderman [16] and Nielsen [17] can be adopted for service-oriented systems and its components. Time-critical tasks can be run more effectively on systems with optimally usable interfaces that present the relevant content in a user-friendly design.

### 4 Conclusion

User-centric smart services will create a paradigm shift in the way management perceives IT in the organization. In this paper we have detailed our vision for services lifecycle in the smart internet. We have described the service manager, monitor, procurer and integrator applications that will need to be developed. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first such effort, and it provides a description of the new applications needed to auto-
mate discovery, acquisition and deployment of services.
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